


Our innovative concept and play solutions provide a 
wonderful, colourful, safe and secure environment 
for children to enjoy. It is our mission to provide the 
very best experience possible for children and 
parents, not to mention the owners and operators 
of our FEC’s.

Our market has no borders. With a reputation for 
quality and innovation, we have designed and built 
Family Entertainment Centres (FECs) accross the 
globe.

We take great pride in our products and our 
professional approach. At every stage of the process 
we aim to exceed our customer’s expectations.

A a forward-thinking company, we strive to meet 
tomorrow’s needs, today, with our innovative and 
environmentally-friendly designs and concepts. Our 
production facilities are constantly adopting new 
methods and utilizing new materials to give you the 
very best in quality. As a minimum requirement all 
our equipment meets existing safety regulations. 
Upon completion of a project, all our structures are 
inpected and certi�ed.

At SPI Global Play. we are constantly 
looking for ways to keep our 
customers ahead of the 
curve.
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Our designs are created all around Europe from our various design o�ces in Italy, Sweden,
Germany, UK, Belgium and Slovakia. Depending on the project requirements, we select the
most suitable designers to acheive your goals.

DesignDesign DesignDesign
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Each of our bespoke designs is created to maximise your budget and the space you have
available. From the smallest baby area to the largest FEC’s ever built, we have over 45 years
experience of helping our customers to realise their dreams.
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Design & Production of MascotsDesign & Production of Mascots
Our in-house team of graphic artists and designers 
are also available to make the most of digital media: 
from signage, wallpaper and stickers to lea�ets, 
logos and hand-drawn visual concepts.

We specialize in design and production of world class mascot 
costumes to create unique characters exceeding your 
expectations. Our created mascots are attractive, practical, 
durable, functional and created with high quality materials.
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World leader in Concept & Product development. By listening to our customer 
requirements and wishes, our R&D team is constantly working to develop new ideas, 
provide unique solutions and exceed your expectations.

R&D - ProductsR&D - Products

Sketch & Ideas CAD Design Final Product

R&D - ConceptsR&D - Concepts
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Production units in UK, Italy, Belgium, Slovakia, Sweden, Germany, Holland, Poland.

ProductionProduction

WarehouseWarehouse RotoRoto
MoulderMoulder

CutCut
&&SewSew
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ProductionProduction

SteelSteel
ProductionProduction

WoodWood
ProductionProduction

GRPGRP
ProductionProduction

ProductionProduction

ThemingTheming
ProductionProduction

PrintingPrinting
ProductionProduction

MascotMascot
ProductionProduction
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Our creative team are masters at developing your ideas into eye-catching designs that will capture and hold the imagination.
We will help you to create a unique experience that will keep you customers coming back for more.
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Themed
restaurants

Themed
restaurants

Themed
role play

areas
Themed
role play

areas
Themedlaserareas
Themedlaserareas
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Our experienced team of talented mural artists is the biggest and best in Europe. We have extensive and specialist knowledge 
of painting with blacklight colours to give a unique play environment using UV lighting. We believe that being visually creative 
around the play equipment plays a major role in creating the captivating play environment you are looking for.
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Maintenance & Installation

We are proud to have the most professional installation 
and service teams in Europe. We o�er immediate service 
quotes and long term service agreements anywhere in 
the world. Inspections, maintenance call-outs and 
service desk advise are all available directly from 
us.

Our fast and e�cient installations are planned to 
the hour. At our dissposal, and under one roof, we 
have experts in a wide range of areas; carpentry, 
�ooring, sculting, painting, kitchens, plumbing, 
electrics and last but  not least, play installation.

To be able to secure our high quality 
we have our own installation team 
with more than 200 installers, 
decorators, artist and carpenters.

We ensure that we install all our 
products ourselves.
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Speed SlidesSpeed Slides Low Ropes CoursesLow Ropes CoursesPedal CarsPedal Cars Creepy ClimbersCreepy ClimbersDrop SlidesDrop Slides Traverse WallsTraverse Walls

Ball PoolsBall PoolsFun WallsFun Walls Party RoomsParty Rooms TrampolinesTrampolines Spiral SlidesSpiral Slides Obstacle CoursesObstacle Courses
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Cannon AreasCannon Areas

Children’s ParkourChildren’s Parkour
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Drifting Kart TracksDrifting Kart Tracks
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High Ropes AdventureHigh Ropes AdventureLow Ropes AdventureLow Ropes Adventure
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Fun WallsFun WallsFun Walls CLIMBING WALLSCLIMBING WALLSCLIMBING WALLS
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Traverse WallsTraverse WallsTraverse Walls

Our themed 
in�atables will make 

your play centre come 
alive. They o�er an 

easy and cost e�ective 
solution to add 
maximum play value 
for unused areas.

We can supply 
in�atables to suit

any theme.
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CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS

Refreshingly fun, 
with water sprays, 

shallow pools and water 
cannons. Children of ages 

1 - 12 years can enjoy a safe 
and controlled environment 

with our zero depth concepts. 
For both indoor and outdoor 
installations.

From simple indoor snow play experiences to 
exhilarating snow tubing, ice bars to full 
indoor commercial ski centres. We will work 
with you every step of the way to realise your 
Snow Play vision from concept to reality.
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CONCEPTS CONCEPTS
Trampoline ParksTrampoline Parks Ninja CoursesNinja Courses

Fun for everyone, starting from the very youngest 
up to teenagers and experienced athletes.
Our comprehensive trampoline parks 
offer full concepts with unique 
activities and individual 
designs within a safe and 
secure environment.

Designed to be both challenging and 
fun, our Ninja Course concepts will 
test your physical and mental ability. 
A great addition to an indoor 
trampoline park or as a standalone 
attraction.
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Using improvised 
athleticism and mental 
approach, Parkour concepts are 
about testing your ability in a 
simulated urban environment to get 
from point A, to point B as efficiently 
as possible. Our concepts provide 
custom layouts in a safe and 
controlled environment for 
people of all ages and 
abilities.

CONCEPTS CONCEPTS
ParkourParkour

Indoor Adventure Golf is a fun, safe and highly profitable attraction that has been chosen by many 
successful entertainment centres worldwide. Through props and sound effects, the surroundings 
come alive creating a wonderful fantasy world for guests to enjoy.
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CONCEPTS
CONCEPTS

Interactive Mini Golf 
is a fresh take on the 
classic mini golf. Incorporating 
custom interactive light and 
sound effects, the play 
environment can be customised to 
provide a fun and exciting experience 
for players of all ages.

We will deliver a full concept with a customised Blacklight Mini Golf activity course 
produced in the theming of your choice. Each course creates a special atmosphere with 
sound and light effects as well as interactive elements. From Wild Jungle experiences to 
an interactive journey Around the World, our Blacklight Mini Golf courses will provide an 
unforgettable experience for family and friends of all ages.
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A fantastic experience of Laser Tag gaming in 
our custom themed black light playing 
environments. The special lighting, sound 
effects and interactive elements will ensure a 
memorable adventure for all players.

Can you beat the maze? 
Our fully immersive and 
interactive Laser Maze will challenge 
a player’s physical ability and mental 
approach to a challenging task. 
Avoid the projected laser beams to 
reach the treasures hidden in the 
pharaoh’s tomb!

CONCEPTSCONCEPTS
Laser ZoneLaser Zone
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CONCEPTSCONCEPTS
Escape RoomsEscape Rooms

Escape Rooms are 
an interactive and 
intuitive real-life escape 
game. Locked in a room 
with a group of 2 to 8 
people, players have a set 
amount of time to solve 
challenging puzzles to escape 
the room. Custom themes 
and scenarios allow for 
multiple room environments 
on varying levels of 
difficulty to suit all age 
ranges and abilities. You 
are only limited by 
your imagination!

Mission Rooms will challenge your mental 
ability to solve fast-paced puzzles as an 
individual or in a team environment. 
Quickly find the best way to complete the 
mission and move on to the next task!
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CHILDREN’S
DRIVING SCHOOL

Promotes child education 
through fun and imaginative 

play environments, where 
learning is encouraged. 

Customised theming allows 
for many different scenarios for 

children to learn and develop 
through play.

Our Driving School concept starts in the classroom, where 
children are educated on the basics of real-world driving. 
They then put these new skills into practice, driving electric 
cars around a simulated driving environment.

CONCEPTS CONCEPTS
EdutainmentEdutainment

Role PlayRole Play
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CONCEPTS
CONCEPTS

Promotes education through a fun and 
imaginative environment, where 

learning is encouraged and team 
building is a must. Learn the skills 
in the classroom, then put them 
into practice while riding the fire 

engine and tackling the fire!
Interactive and educational. 

Our Dinosaur Park concepts promote 
learning through interactive and 
animated dinosaur installations with 
special lighting and sound effects. 
See T-Rex move and roar, bringing a 
new dimension to learning about when 

dinosaurs ruled 
the world.

Play ZonePlay Zone
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CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS

Sweet & Classy Spas create an opportunity for children and adults to build unforgettable memories and spend quality time together. From children’s pamper 
parties, to adult spa treatments, the focus in on parents and their children sharing a special and relaxing experience.

Sweet & Classy

Bowling is a timeless classic 
that works all over the world. We 
have multiple options to suite 
your budget. From multi-lane 
fully automated bowling alleys, 

to small mini-bowling lanes 
that can be incorporated into 

smaller areas.
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SPI-8D-CINEMA - SHOWREEL-001

SPI-8D-CINEMA - SHOWREEL-002

CONCEPTS
CONCEPTS

Experience the thrill of real sky-diving from the 
safety of the ground! In our custom installations you 
can learn to balance on the rushing column of air and 
even learn to spin and flip like the professionals!

A fully immersive and exhilarating experience!
With special lighting and visuals, booming sounds 
and interactive motion seating. The 8D Cinema 
experience is a full attack on all your senses!
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Head Office:
Skrittgatan 8, 213 77 Malmö, Sweden 

T: +46 (0) 40 228 400
F: +46 (0) 40 216 350

E: info@spiglobalplay.com

www.spiglobalplay.com 

European O�ces

Sweden
Malmo, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 40 228 400

UK
Wrexham, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1978 664 456

Italy
Milan, Italy
Tel: +39 02 33 30 16 91

Belgium
Liege, Belgium
Tel: +32 43 425 255

Slovakia
Presov, Slovakia
Email: info@spiglobalplay.com

Netherlands
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Email: info@spiglobalplay.com

Ireland
Limerick, Ireland
Email: info@spiglobalplay.com

Russia
Saint Petersburg, Russia
Email: info@spiglobalplay.com

Asian & American O�ces

Australia

Singapore

Malaysia

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand

China

Vietnam

Canada

Brazil

South Africa

Dubai


